Engineering Seminar on 25th and 26th July 2018 at New Delhi

As you may well know, with all the new regulatory changes happening in India there is a lot of uncertainty amongst foreign manufacturers / exporters to India.

While within India the confusion is for test labs to setup facilities which not only service local clients but also have potential to test for foreign manufacturers for international approvals.

This is critical for test labs to serve international testing if they have to recuperate their heavy investments.

An Engineering Seminar / Workshop is vital for the Electronics Industry in general in India, covering aspects of Standards, Regulations, Testing, Certifications, both Indian and international as a knowledge transfer program.

The key is "Knowledge exchange" via a networking opportunity, assurance to labs who are in the brink of heavy investments for TEC testing, who also need to consider Global testing to help their ROI.

It is a great opportunity for foreign manufacturers to investigate and learn Indian approvals process in addition to the possibly cheaper testing potential for the future.

Right now, many manufacturers use labs in China, Taiwan, etc to avail cheaper testing. Their Future focus can be India. So, Make in India combined together with .....Test in India

With this as a main intention, it is a unique opportunity to bring the foreign testing and certification experts to India, all of the electronics Industry in India and Govt regulators in India together under one roof. This seminar is one such attempt which I believe is unprecedented and of great outcome to the Indian economy.

Another aspect is **awareness** that such an event can generate to the entire Industry.

**Plan overview:** - **Make In India;........Test In India ......for Global Markets**

A 2 days seminar to bring together:
1. Indian electronics Industry (manufacturers, suppliers, importers, distributors, etc)
2. Indian Test labs (managers, testing staff, etc)
3. Indian regulators (BIS, WPC, TEC, BEE, etc) – These personnel invited as guests and speakers
4. Indian customs – a small presentation to explain custom clearance procedures – Guest speakers
5. Foreign certification experts – invited speakers
6. International Testing experts – invited speakers
7. Foreign manufacturers/exporters to India – Delegates/attendees

**Indian speakers:**
- A speaker each from Indian regulators, to explain their respective regulations
- A speaker from Indian Electronic Industry associations about their readiness too
- A speaker from Indian test lab association of current limitations and readiness

**Foreign speakers:**
- A speaker covering American, European and Asian-Pacific regulations
- A speaker from an experienced foreign Test lab – This can be a training session outlining the testing methods, possibly a workshop with test instruments
- A speaker from Test Equipment industry highlighting all the available test equipment available in the market – This will be EMI/EMC/SAR/Radio and other

A professional Event Management “Toredo Fairs India” company to organise this event.
India’s First
“Standards - Regulatory - Testing – Certifications”
TECHNICAL WORKSHOP for Indian and Global Approvals

25th & 26th July 2018
New Delhi

2 days seminar bringing together “under one roof”:
• Indian electronics Industry (manufacturers, suppliers, importers, distributors)
• Indian Test labs (managers, testing staff, etc)
• Indian regulators (TEC, BIS, WPC, BEE, etc)
• Indian customs
• Test Equipment manufacturers
• International certification experts
• International Testing experts
• Foreign manufacturers/exporters to India
• A discussion panel of all speakers and open forum with Q&A
• Socials event for networking

CONTACT:
info@toredofairsindia.com
Ph: +91 98453 63225

www.toredofairsindia.com/seminar.html
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Knowledge Xchange Engineering Seminar